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rhetoric, poetry, history, and moral philosophy. They were much less successful in the
professional disciplines or specialties of philosophy, medicine, and law. And they were
not much interested in the mathematical or scientific fields. This meant that the
humanists came to dominate most of the nonspecialized departments of knowledge
which have since come largely to be the provinces of the liberal arts or general
education.
Bolgar points to the fact that because of the undifferentiated character of
literary studies, they encompassed not only what we would call the humanities but
also the social sciences:
This lack of differentiation must be kept in mind if we are to understand
how Humanism came to exercise such a profound influence. For it explains why
the specific Humanist techniques of analysis and synthesis for the purposes of
imitation were applied to so vast a sector of human knowledge, and why within
that sector their supremacy as instruments of intellectual organisation was
virtually unchallenged. If such subjects as history and political thought had
possessed their own methods of study, the impact of the Humanist techniques
would have been notably less since they would have been counterbalanced by
alternative forms of interpretation. But as things were, they had a clear field. In
the absence of other disciplines, their power to mould and fashion was for all
intents and purposes absolute.13
The humanists were the aggressive reformers in the universities of the day,
criticizing their colleagues in the other departments as irrelevant old fogies bound to
the medieval past but blind to the glories of the ancient past. Humanists were the
academic gadflies and progressives, as the physical scientists were to become in the
nineteenth century. They criticized the scholastics, to be sure, but not primarily
because of the religious or philosophical topics they dealt with but because the
scholastics used medieval texts and glosses rather than the original classical and
patristic authors who had written in a fine Greek and Latin style. Kristeller reminds us
that humanism was not a rival philosophy to scholasticism but that it was a parallel
department of knowledge.
Scholastics held the chairs of logic, natural philosophy, and metaphysics, while
humanists held the chairs of grammar, rhetoric, and moral philosophy. Their rivalry
was that of rival departments, not rival points of view within the same discipline. As
academic rivals, the humanists criticized the scholastics for not imitating the classical
authors in their writing, but the humanists did not drive the scholastics or Aristotle
out of philosophy or theology. These latter subjects continued to be dominated by
Catholic scholastics or by Protestant theologians for two more centuries. In fact it was
the humanists in the literary fields and the scholastics and religionists in the philosoph-
ical fields who cooperated to hold off or delay the inroads of the scientists and realists
13 R. R. Bolgar, The Classical Heritage and Its Beneficiaries, Harper Torchbooks, New York, 1964,
pp. 295-296.

